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Abstract. In order to realize the deployment of wireless sensor network in large areas of plastic
greenhouses. The propagation characteristics of radio wave in plastic greenhouse were studied. The
Received Signal Strength Index（RSSI）in greenhouse and between greenhouses were studied,
and the logarithmic path loss model for RSSI was established. The results show that the radio wave
attenuation parameters A and n between greenhouses were 30.785 and 2.89. The attenuation index
was larger than the index of free space. In the plastic greenhouse planted with tomatoes, the radio
wave attenuation parameters A and n in the ground were 34.99 and 3.64, and in the top of canopy
were 35.14 and 2.85, its show that the radio wave transmission has been significantly affected by
the crop in the plastic greenhouse.
Keywords: radio wave, Propagation characteristics, Received Signal Strength Index（RSSI）,
plastic greenhouse
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Introduction

As a new method for information acquiring and processing, wireless sensor network technology
was applied in agricultural environmental monitoring and controlling [1-2]. In WSNs, it’s
characterized by realization the transmission of signals by radio waves, while radio waves will be
affected by the surrounding environment in the transmission process [3]. So radio propagation is
affected by the barrier of crops in the agriculture environment. Therefore, propagation
characteristics of wireless channel in agricultural environment has attracted considerable attention,
and the research in the propagation characteristics of wireless channel in the typical agricultural
environment such as wheat[4-6] 、 apple[7-8] 、 citrus [9] 、 durian[10] and plum[11] was
conducted.
In recent years, as an important content of modern agricultural development, the protected agriculture
has developed rapidly, and China has become the largest area country of the protected agriculture. At
present, the protected agriculture is developing to the direction of standardization, automation,
intelligence and network [12]. The related research has been conducted in the aspect of wireless
measurement and control of the greenhouse environment [13-19]. The plastic greenhouse is mainly
used for insulation of autumn winter and early spring to realize cultivation in the early spring and lateautumn, which is widely distributed in the south area of china. In the plastic greenhouse, the
transmission of radio waves are affected by planting environment and coverings, for the complex
environment , so the plastic greenhouse is the typical application environment with obstacles .
In this paper, the plastic greenhouse as the research object, research of propagation characteristics of
radio waves between and in plastic greenhouse were study in order to provide basis for the layout of
wireless sensor network in the large-scale plastic greenhouse groups.

2

Experiments and Methods

2.1

The experiment test systems

The experiment test systems were shown in Fig.1, which mainly consisted of receive and send node、
USB debugging simulator、PC(Personal Computer)、data packet analysis software Packet Sniffer、
tripod and tape, etc.

Fig. 1. Experiment test systems

The function of receive and send node was to receive and send radio signals, and the sensor node
CC2430 was used as receive and send node. During the testing, the receive node was attached to PC
through USB debugging simulator, fixed to the starting point, while the send node moved in sequence
according to test points in the direction of test. Radio signals were extracted and analyzed through
protocol analyzer software Packet Sniffer. The tripod provided the supporting point in order to keep the
receive and send node at the same height, and the tape was used to measure the distance between the
receive node and send node.
2.2

Experimental method

The test place was located in the vegetable planting center of Garden Village ,Danyang city Jiangsu
province, and linked plastic greenhouse with the same specification were chosen as the experimental
subjects, of which the length and width were respectively 70m and 7.6m,and the distance between the
two sheds was 1.7m while the distance between the two separated by the road was 12m;The test of
propagation characteristics of radio waves on the crop canopy were respectively conducted between
and in the plastic greenhouse.
2.2.1 Experiments between the plastic greenhouse
In order to test the effects of propagation characteristics of radio waves. In plastic greenhouse, this
paper designed the experimental scheme as shown in Fig.2. The plastic greenhouse were numbered,
and the left ones were the odd-numbered while the right were the even-numbered. When testing, the
receive node was fixed at the plastic greenhouse NO.1, and the antenna height was 1m on the ground,
and the node was attached to PC computer through USB debugging simulator, and it received signal
strength and the number of packet dropout through software, The send node was fixed at the tripod, and
the antenna height was also 1m ,which moved respectively in the odd-numbered and even-numbered
plastic greenhouse, experiments were divided into 2 groups as shown in the following figure , and 3
test points were set in each plastic greenhouse. And the distance between receive and send node was
obtained through calculation after testing.

Fig. 2. Experiment scheme

2.2.2 Experiments in the plastic greenhouse
Tomatoes planting in the plastic greenhouse were chosen as the experimental subjects, which was in
the fruiting period, and the average canopy height was 80cm while the average row spacing was 60cm.
In order to analyze the optimum deployment location for nodes, two groups of tests were conducted
located in the ground and canopy and the height from the antenna height was 90cm when the nodes
were located in the canopy. During testing, the receive node was fixed at the starting point, while the
sender moved in sequence in the middle of the row until there were no signals.
2.3 Test parameters
(1) Received Signal Strength Index (RSSI)
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Index) was used to judge the link quality, and in this experiments, the
protocol analyzer software Packet Sniffer was used for extraction of signals.
(2) Path loss
Path loss is the difference power between effective send radiations and received, which presents
attenuation degree of signals, a positive value in dB. The study results [4] show that path loss conform
to logarithm path loss model, which can be expressed as:
(1)
Pr  A  10n log d

Pr is the average intensity of received signals, A is a parameter of regression analysis model,
which presents the effect of application environment on the attenuation of the intensity of radio
signals， d is transmission distance of signals; n is attenuation index, which presents decay rate of
signal intensity.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Propagation characteristics of radio waves between the plastic greenhouses
3.1.1 Effect on intensity of received signals
The RSSI changing with the different distance between receive and send node when radio waves
transmitted between the plastic greenhouses was shown as Fig.3.
In the figure, effective propagation path of the two groups of tests was the same, and signal strength of
the receive node tended to digression with the increasing distance between the receive and send node,
and the strength of received signals decreased sharply when the distance between the receive and send
node is smaller while the strength of received signals decreased gently when the distance between the
receive and send node increased.

Fig. 3. Received signal strength varies with distance

The change of the test 1 and test 2 was the same, and signal strength of both test has the jumping
phenomenon, and the data of test 2 was fluctuated obviously. For electromagnetic wave transmitting
between the plastic greenhouse is a process of the combination of transmission and reflection, the
penetrating power of electromagnetic wave was depended on electric characteristic of the substance,
and the insulator will allow electromagnetic wave through with smaller loss, while the good conductor

will block the most of radio waves, which accelerated the attenuation of electromagnetic wave.
Although the surface of the plastic greenhouse is a layer of plastic with good insulation, the difference
of humidity of each plastic greenhouse would change electromagnetic characteristics of the plastic,
which leads to the difference of transmission loss in each greenhouse. On the another hand, the
reflection of electromagnetic wave can lead to interference phenomenon in which field strength was
promoted or down, which will aggravate the jumping phenomenon of the signal strength of
electromagnetic wave in short distance. So the combined effect of transmission and reflection leads to
fluctuation of signal strength of individual test point in test 1 and test 2.
3.1.2 Result analysis
A regression analysis was conducted of the value of tested RSSI between the plastic greenhouse in the
path loss model by using the least square method , the value of the parameters A and n was obtained
2

as shown in Table 1.The table showed that the relative coefficients R of the test 1 and 2 were
0.943 and 0,916, which means it was reasonable to describe and predict the propagation characteristics
between the plastic greenhouse using log-path loss model. The value of parameters of the two groups
of tests were basically the same, and the difference of A and were respectively 1.25 and 0.054, which
means the propagation characteristics of radio waves was the same in both cases.
Table 1. Regression parameters of log-path loss model
Test

A

n

R2

Test 1

30.16

2.863

0.943

Test 2

31.41

2.917

0.916

3.2 Propagation characteristics of radio waves in the plastic greenhouse
3.2.1 Effect on the strength of received signals
The RSSI changing with the distance between the receive and send node in the plastic greenhouse was
shown as in Fig.4. The results showed that the strength of received signals both in the ground and
canopy were decreased with the increasing distance between the receive and send node. The strength of
received signals decreased sharply when the distance between the receive and send node was shorter,
and the decay rate in the ground was sharper than in the canopy. When the strength of received signals
declined to about -83dBm, the transmission distance was 15m in the ground and 39m in the canopy.
With the increasing distance of the receive and send node, the decay rate of the received signals in the
ground and canopy tended to be gentle, and the transmission distance was 15m in the ground and 39m
in the canopy .The transmission distance in the canopy was obviously longer than that in the ground,
and the distance that could be tested was only 30m in the ground.

Fig. 4. Received signal strength varies with distance

3.2.2 Result analysis
A regression analysis was conducted of the value of tested RSSI of tomatoes by using the least square
method, and the value of the parameters A and n was obtained as shown in Table2.
2

The results showed that the relative coefficients R in the ground and canopy were respectively
0.9699 and 0.9091, which means it was reasonable to describe and predict the propagation

characteristics of tomatoes using log-path loss model. Attenuation index n in the ground was greater
than that in the canopy, and the difference between the two location was 0.79, which meant decay rate
of radio waves of sensor nodes located in the ground were better than that in the canopy. For the lower
location of the tape when the sensor nodes were in the ground, the transmission of the radio waves
were affected by leaves of tomatoes greatly, which made attenuation index increased. That also meant
the location of nodes in crops decided the attenuation index of radio waves and was related to the
transmission distance of sensor nodes.
Table 2. Regression parameters of log-path loss model
Location

A

n

R2

Ground

34.99

3.64

0.9699

Canopy

35.14

2.85

0.9091

4 Conclusions
This paper analyzed propagation characteristics of 2.4GHz radio waves between and in the plastic
greenhouse, and conclusions were as follows:
(1)Propagation characteristics of radio waves between the plastic greenhouse conformed to log-path
loss model, and the relative coefficients were respectively 0.943 and 0.916. The average value of decay
parameters between the plastic greenhouse of A and n were 30.785 and 2.89, and decay index n was
greater than that of free-space, which was caused by transmission loss of radio waves.
(2)Propagation characteristics of radio waves in the plastic greenhouse for cultivation of tomatoes
conformed to log-path loss model, and the relative coefficients in the ground and canopy were
respectively 0.9699 and 0.9091. Decay rate of radio waves was slower when sensor nodes located in
the canopy. The sensor nodes should be deployed in the tomato canopy or above of it when the wireless
sensor network was deployed in tomatoes.
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